Schneider layout (bottom floor):

Heller Room Layout

Glynn Amphitheater Room (G4)
Capacity 76

Shonkoff Amphitheater (G3)
Capacity 45

Room G2
Capacity 45

Altman Amphitheater (G1)
Capacity 45

Danziger Breakout Room (G5)
Capacity 8-10

Pokross Breakout Room (G6)
Capacity 8-10

Ziv Breakout Room (G7)
Capacity 8-10

The Zinner Forum
Capacity 70 (seated)

Breakout Rooms/Classrooms:

HB G53
Capacity 18-20
(need laptop)

HB G54/55
Capacity 12-14
(need laptop)

HB G47
Capacity 40
(26 computers)

HB 163
Capacity 40
(AV equipment)

Conference Rooms:

SCH 101
Capacity 10 – 12
(No AV equip)

HB 267
Capacity 6 – 8
(No AV equip)

HB 382
Capacity 6 – 8
(No AV equip)

HB 146
Capacity 4 – 6
(No AV equip)

KEY
HB = Heller-Brown Building
SCH = Schneider Family Building
Heller-Brown layout (bottom floor):

- **Elevator**
- **Starbucks**
- **G55**
  - Capacity: 12-14 people
- **G54**
  - Capacity: 12-14 people
- **G53**
  - Capacity: 18-20 people
  - G51 (Enter through Alumni Lounge)
- **Alumni Lounge**
- **OGS Offices**
  - (Enter through Alumni Lounge)
- **G47**
  - Computer lab
  - Capacity: 40 people
  - 27 computers
- **Stairway**